
QUP            

(GAMESHOW) 
                       

Do you trust your team mates? Or maybe you 
think that your competitors have the right 
answer? Queue Up is a new and highly 
entertaining game show where your faith in 
your own team is tested!  

In each episode of Queue Up, three teams 
with four players battle it out to win a cash 
prize.  The teams can be close friends, 

neighbors or families. Even your kids can join you in Queue UP! Because it’s 
important that the team members know each other well – both their strengths 
and their weaknesses!  

The rules are simple: See the category, choose the team member who might be 
better in answering and send him to the 
booth at the beginning of the queue. 

When the question reveals and If you 
believe your team mate will know the 
right answer, just queue up behind their 
booth. But if you don’t trust your team 
mate, then queue up behind the player 
that you believe will deliver the right 
answer! You can still gain points even 
when your team member gives a wrong 
answer.  

With 20 seconds to decide which queue to join, there is time for some tactical 
play – will you fool everyone and hop to another queue at the last minute? 
However there is another catch, the player in the booth who cannot see who 
queued behind them, might use a lifeline which can change the game plan!  

QUP is a visual and fun gameshow for the whole family! 
Players in the queue could win big — or loose! Whatever the result is, 

 It has never been so exciting to stand in a queue!  
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RULES 

❖ In every episode, 3 teams compete against each other in 3 rounds and 1 final.  
❖ There are 12 questions. In every round there are 3 trivia questions and 1 

physical challenge.  
❖ Difficulty level and money value of questions increase in every round. 
❖ Each member of the team has to answer 3 questions.  
❖ First, the category is given as a hint before each question. Each team selects 

the player to answer the question.  
❖ Before selecting the player,  as a team they can discuss and design a strategy 

to choose who goes to the booth. The selected players go to the booths. There 
they can no longer see what is happening behind them. 

❖ Questions have 3 multiple choices. While the players in the booths are marking 
their answers, the rest of the players queue up behind the player who, they 
think, knows the answer.  

❖ They are free to queue behind whoever they assume would give the right 
answer independent from which team he belongs to. The time to answer and 
queue up is 20 seconds for each question.  

❖ When answers are revealed, the players that give the correct answer share the 
money value of the question equally with others who have queued up behind  
their booth. The more people in a queue, the less money is gained. Sometimes 
taking a risk will enable a team to earn more. Different strategies are 
considered while lining up. 

❖ Every team member’s winnings total up in their team’s account and the team 
that collects the highest total amount of money wins the game and plays the 
final.  
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LIFELINES 
 

❖Each team has 3 lifelines.  
❖Team player who is at the booth is  free to use the lifelines 
if they choose to.  
❖The lifelines are revealed after the lines are formed up so 
it is a surprise.  
❖Lifelines can make you happy or sad!  

 “HAPPY QUEUE”  

Everybody in the queue wins the exact prize value of the 
question if the player answers the question right. (The prize 
is not divided among the queuers.)  

“SAD QUEUE”  

The player who answers the question wins the exact value 
of the question no matter his/her answer is right, but the 
amount is deducted from the queue members behind 
him/her equally.  

 “NO QUEUE”  

The player gets the exact value of the question him/herself 
without sharing it with the rest of the queue.  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FINAL 

❖ The team that collects the highest amount of money plays the final.  
In the final, the team can either double their prize money or lose half of it.  

❖ Throughout the game the finalist team’s member who answered more 
questions correctly will be the one queueing behind the 3 other members who 
take place in their booths. 

❖ If he/she is right in queuing behind the player that answered correctly, their 
winnings are doubled, if not their winnings are divided to half.  

MERCHANDISING AND MOBILE GAMES 

❖ 2nd Screen Applications : The format enables audience interaction by 
providing games on web, IOS, Android, Smart TV and HBB TV.  

❖ The viewer selects the team member to support and shares the values of the 
question if the answer is right.  

❖ Online games can also be played on the Internet by teaming up with friends 
and playing against other teams.  

❖ Merchandising and licensing options are also available as boardgames and 
accessories. 

QUP 
Screeners 
Promo: Link 
Full Eps / English subtitles: Link 
Eps 16 with students / Eng. 
subtitles: Link 
For more info: Lucid Dream 
Entertainment 
Email: NILUFER KUYEL 

Broadcast Period: Turkey – TRT, 2016, 
 40 x 90’ 
Timeslot: APT, PT - available as 70’- 90’-120’  
Stripped / Weekly 

Ratings: QUP S1 4,9% share - 32% higher 
than the channel’ s average (3,7%) 
QUP S2 5,76% - 54% higher than the 
channel’s average(3,7%) 
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